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Smart LED controller for lighting stairs V7-10

Price 110.99 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 24 hours

Number 422

Manufacturer RESTAN

Product description
Specifications: 

- Number of outputs lighting: 5-20 
- Output voltage 12v, 

Function and advantages of the controller:

• Traffic control on the stairs (you go - from “up” to “down”)
• Traffic control on the stairs (you go - from “down” to “up”)
• Traffic control with mutual traffic on the stairs (one person
from “up”  the second person from “down”)
• Mode “step by step”  or “smooth lighting”
• Regulation lighting time of the light (from 0.25 seconds to 5 seconds)
• Regulation blanking time points of light (from 10 seconds to 3 minutes)
• Different modes of operation in standby mode
the mode "everything is off"
the mode - the extreme points of light shine
the mode - all the points of light shine
• Regulation the brightness of light points in standby mode
• Permanent light (with using PS)
• Supports traffic from the landing (with using PS - a permanent light)
• Supports RGB led strips

* Kit is suitable for self-assembly (very easy to install.)
* Driver made us in POLAND with high quality components, which gives almost guarantees a lifelong activity.
* For each controller add guarantees, instructions and a description of the assembly.

Possible modifications to the individual - by a separate valuation

When we care about the environment, we are looking for solutions that will benefit not only globally, but also for themselves.
Our emphasis is on saving electricity and to cooperate with solar panels. These capabilities give you the intelligent
management of lighting in the home and its vicinity.

Nowadays, more and more different light sources are connected in the system. These are all able to master the stair
controller with our offer. Those products are Polish. We offer the device for 7-10 steps. This means that it has an appropriate
amount of lighting output voltage of 12V, which is safe and allowing receive the planned effect.

With the controller can be programmed or adjusted manually reactions necessary changes. The equipment provides
opportunities for individual adjustment of illumination through cooperation with motion sensors and transmitting the collected
information to the LED strips. Controlled movement on the stairs and not just from the bottom or from the top, but from both
directions at the same time when such a situation. Adjusts the time switch and light extinction. Sets the options state of rest,
for example. Glare extreme points, all points of light, the brightness of that light, or even off. This function enables the service
light is constant movement of the landing.
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This product has additional options:

Motion sensor - 2 pcs: T1 (+ 51.23 Euro ), T2 (+ 66.75 Euro ), T4B (+ 102.97 Euro ), T4B (+ 92.62 Euro ), I do not order
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